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For Trip To Utah
112 Students Mow
Have Free Seifs

- The Colby Ski Team for the first
time has been given an invitation to
take part in the National Collegiate
Four-Way Championships , which will
take place in Ogden, Utah, on March
27, 28, and 29. Among the other
Dean's List .
teams- competing from the east are
Women's Division
those from Dartmouth , Vermont,
Williams
New Hampshire, Maine,
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Harvard, and Yale. The Denver, Barbara Best, Scituate, Mass.
Utah, Washington State, U.C.L.A., Barbette Blackington , Wateryille
Idaho, and Minnesota teams also will Alice Colby, Denmark * '
compete. There are thirty-two col- Phebe Dow, Presque Isle
leges in all invited from the entire Catherine Ellis , WalthamJ Mass.
country. This invitation to Golby is Florence Fisher, Natidk,* Mass.
considered a great opportunity and Martha Friedlaendery Ne-W Rbch6lle,
also a great compliment to the Ski
N. Y.
Team.
Ellen Hay, Yarmouth '
Although final approval and ac- Jane Hinson, Calais
ceptance of the invitation must be Leone Knowles; Presque Isle
Utah. voted by the Athletic Council, -which Sally Lasbury, Tarrytown , N. Y.
The Colby Ski Team , which hopes to com pete in the National Colle giat e Championships at Ogden ,
will discuss the merits of the trip Ruth Lyon, Worcester Mass.
Front : Bob Hargrave , Jake Peirson , Don Grout , Phil Hussey. Back : Dana Anderson , Don White , Jim Ber- early next week ; preparations have Sally Mathews,. Weymouth, Mass.
(News Bureau ) already been started. The members
nard , Pete Lowe ry, Dick Whitin g, and berry Tatlock
Judith Mayer, Detroit, Mich.
of the team going on the trip will Loretta Mearns, Wilmington , Del;
be Captain Dana ; Anderson, Jake Jane Metcalf , Walpole, Mass. ..
Pierson, Dick Whiting, Jim Ber- Helen Osgood, Rockland , Mass.
nard, and Don White. Mr. Cudde- Sarah Packard , Gorham'
back, coach of the Ski Team, will Electra Paskalides, Portland
also go on the trip. The means of Gail Pendleton , WyckofF, N. J.
¦
The first Colby College Band Fes- transportation has not yet been Judith Schiif ,' Brighton,-Mass. : '
The Academic Convocation, to be
decided.
Loreaat
Staples,
Washburn
tival to be presented on Mayflower
held here at Colby during the four
Hill
will be - held Saturday night/ Although funds for the trip are a Alice-Jane Tyler , Augusta
'
days from April 14 to 17, .will . mark
Weiss, Long Island City,
March 7th at 7 :30 p.m.; in the problem to the .team, $350 has al- Barbara
the completion of the move from the
¦ '¦ ,' N.' :Y. .
ready
been
donated
:
Stu-G,
$100;
.' Women's Union. Under the direction
old campus to Mayflower Hill.
COC,
$50
;
President
Bixler,
$50
;
Doreen
Willis,
Bath
. '
of Dr. Ermanno F. Comparetti, the
This is the first convocation of its
In order that. Colby students may
Hussey
Manufacturing
Co.,
;'Ski
$50
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type to be sponsored anywhere in the be better informed of its , accom- composite band will perform a varied Team, $100. The Ski Team does, howand
concert
marches
Beverly
Ambrose,
Waterville
program
of
.
country. The. sign$cance of it upon plishments, .the. Student Government
reveiv%^d-^159rmore' iil-orderHo .:gdi
"
'
'inSelections
arrangements
Phyllis
Bates,
Calais
.
band
the academic curriculum in all . libr has submitted a record of its actThe, team plans to leave Colby
eral arts colleges will depend largely ivities. The following is a brief clude' Hall of Fame March, March March 20 and return April 3 in time Marcia . .Begum, Cranston,'. R. I..
upon its success. The theme of the resume of Stu-G' s achievements for and Chorus from Judas Maccabeus to race in the Sugarloaf Open Giant Carol Bullock, Winchendon , Mass.
Katherine Davenport, Walpole,
by Handel, Variations on a theme
Convocation is "Liberal ' Arts in this year.
Slalom
in
Kingsfield
April
Maine,
,
Fughetta
by
Stainer,
Mass.
by
Paganini,
Iliberal Times ", _*.nd the topics to
Hockey was dropped from the list
6.
Palandrino
OverJoan
Dawes, Auburn
Orlando
Haydn's
.
be discussed will deal mainly with of varsity sports this fall. After
Tie Ski Team received the invi- Anne Delanieter, Newton Highlands,
Strauss,
by
The
Gypsy
Baron
ture,
present day problems and contribu- polling student opinion on this mattation because of the increasing popMass.
tions in all fields of higher education. ter, Student Government went to Will You Remember from "May- ularity of skiing at Colby and beRomberg and several
by
Dorothy
Duda , Salem, Mass.
time"
An event in which both students work on the situation and helped arcause of its excellent showing at Nancy Fischer , Concord, N. H.
others.
and faculty, will actively participate, range the establishment of an inSubstitutions have been made in the Eastern Collegiate Champion- Barbara Guernsey, Lexington, Mass.
the primary aim of the Convocation formal hockey team. Hockey hds
ships. At this meet, Colby placed
'
is to obtain a wider perspective' of become one of the leading sports at 'the . Colby Marching . Band roster, fourth , less than one point behind Merrillyn Healey, Hartford , Conn.
Barbara Hills, West Newton, Mass.
the principles of the liberal arts Colby and renewed student interest being augmented by musicians from third place and . less than five points
Virginia
Winslow
Kane, Cherryfield
curriculum. In addition; through in the sport seems to have arisen. the University of Maine,
below
second.
Personal
standings
at
the
Sylvia
McLaughlin
and Skowhegan High Schools,
, Gardiner
numerous lectures and panel disIn connection w.ith the Outing
the meet were Dana Andersan , first Elma Parker, Newington, Conn.
Colby
latter
invited
as
prospective
cussions, it is hoped that a fourida.- Club, the Improvement Committee
in the jumping, tied for fourth in Carolyn Perron , Haverhill , Mass.
tion can be laid, upon which im- has made better arrangements for students next year.
the
downhill ; Jake Pierson , fourth Mary Ann Pilon , Waterville
From nine to twelve o'clock Al
provements of that curriculum may skating facilities on Johnson Pond.
in
the
slalom and tied in the com- Geneva Smith, Rockport , Mass.
Corey 's full ten-piece orchestra will
bo made.
A li ght for night-skating and a
bined
;
and
Don White, eighth in the Joan Sbmervillo , Mars Hill
provide music for . dancing, comSix guest lecturers, distinguished warming house have been added.
cross-country.
Jane Stanford , Wayne
pleting the evening of a Festival
in their fields , have been invited to
In October, 1952, a bank checking
The Ski Team feels that, as a Carol York, Oakland
of
Music.
assist and participate in the Convo- service was started. The Roberts
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Tickets can be procured from any whole, the major failing of the team
cation. The visiting speaker^ will be Union desk is open from 12 :00 to
was in tho cross country, where only Barbara Burke , Wynnewood , Ponna
band
member
and
a
ticket
booth
will
Theodore M. Greene, professor of 1:15 p.m. for those students who
be set up outside the Spa Thursday Don placed. It bolievos that if more Helen Chambers, New Bedford,
Philosophy at Yale, who will talk wish to have their checks cashed.
members of the team had placed in
Mass.
on the Contributions of Religion ; Because of repeated demands of and Friday morning and evening,
Continued on Page Two
Mary
Cutter , Birmingham, Mich.
and
Saturday
morning
March
—
Everett N. Case, president of Col- the student body, library hours have
Ann
5,
Eilertson
6,
7.
Price
of
admission
is
fifty
, Dedham , Mass.
gate, whoso field will bo Liberal been extended to 10:00 p.m. every
Sue
Franklin
Bayside, N. Y.
cents
per
person
including
,
,
tax
.
Arts and. Economic Competence ; night for student use. Also, the libJoan
Gerrish
Auburn
This
festival
is
not
expressly
for
,
Marjorie Nicolson, professor of Eng- rary clock, subject of much comMargaret
Hattio
tho
benefit
of
tho
Band
but
is
in, Portland
,
lish at Columbia , speaking on the plaint, has been keeping bettor time,
Elizabeth
Illsley,
Bolmont, Mass
tended
as
an
enjoyable
evening
for
problems of teaching in tho Liberal thanks to the Improvement CommitN, H
Olga
JarosKowicz
tho
whole
college.
It
is
hoped
Claremont,
,
that
Arts college ; Dotlev Bronk , presi- too.
Marcia
Jebb
the
performance
Fitohburg,
will
further
tho
Mass.
,
dent of John Hopkins , discussing
Information concerning the actFifteen Tri-Delts will model the Mary McCiillum , Augusta
Science .in the Liberal Arts ; Guy ivities and benefits of the Infirmary interest -in concert band music on
the
college
lovol
hero
at
Colby.
latest spring fashions from Emery- Ruth MacDonald , Portland
Gabriolson , former Chairman of the have boon relayed to the students.
Patrice Mclntyre, Porham
National Republican Committee and
Tho Student Government has.clari- Brown 's at tho Women 's Union , Constance Rowley, Lunoburg,
Ma ss
trustee of . Colby Oollogo, who will effectiveness of the Convocation re- fied such matters as availability of next Thursday, at 8. In addition tcT
Elinor
Small
,
Freeport
talk on tho College Graduate and garding its aims. Tho Council has proscriptions in tho Spa, oxcusea the modelling, thoro will be enterPublic Life ; and Norman CousinB , expressed that it would bo inter- granted by house-mothers and use tainment featuring songs by tho Nancy VanDenKorckhovon , Bothol
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Colbyottes and modern danco numeditor of the Saturday Review of ested in sponsoring such convoca- of insurance identification cards.
Carol Barton , Sharon , Mass.
Literature , whoso lecture is entitled tions at .other colleges in the country . Student Government committees bers by Susiin Miller.
The models will bo Carol Dyer , Patricia Coffin , Brunswick'
"The Whole Man Requires a Whole if tho Colby convocation is the suc- • v ' Continued on Page Two
Borry
Wollorsdieck, Jay Veovors, Barbara Davis, Stamford , Conn.
Education. "
cess that is hoped it will bo. Invita- ¦*» '¦i>-i_y*^iii^«-^i_ »_y- -> — — '—* — ^-*^**^ *^^>***4m*
-^"
^'
Joan Loader, Beverly Joan Hagon , Georgetown
Rostall,
Sistio
All lectures will bo given in tho tions \o attend the event havo boon
Pat
Holdon , Dot Spllar , Patricia Honnings , Mt. Clements ,
Barrett,
REPORTERS
BOX
Women's Gymnasium arid will bo sont to Bates , Bowdoin and the Uni- \
j
Mich.
Los Van Nostrahd,
Forstor
Dot
,
followed by informal , but detailed , versity of Maine.
I Joan Pratt, Mary Scott, Estollo Lois Latim er, Ha rtf ord , Conn.
Nanoy Carroll
•
discussions in Bunn Lounge . Tlio
Following the .Convocation during I
j Jacobean , Jan Stovonson and Booky Joanna McCurdy, Providence , R. I
Larry Groy
students 'ivill havo an opportunity May, tho results of tho lectures and
Call
Mitchell
Virginia Morra , Watorbury, Conn
Small.
to participate in all the events in- discussions will bo formulated and ;
i
Carol K igo r
Barbara Nardoas.!, Chappacjua , N. Y
be
'
of
60c
will
An
admission
foe
cluding several scheduled teas nijd put under critical survey. Both fac'¦ '
Jud y Baldwin
!
J
Shirley
Noodhnrin , Walcofiold , Mass
ho
will
and
tho
proceeds
charged,
dinners, as woll as tho panel dis- ulty and student representatives will
¦;
Nanoy Wo llor
¦' " ¦/
Yv
orino
Plan
Noblo, Finloyvillo, Ponna,
Foster
Parents'
donated
to
the
missions and lectures.
discuss those findings in tho light
.
' Wostbroolc
Al Lind soy
> ' . '.
Joan
'
P
Children
to
benefit
tho
rai^t,
for
War
Throe official representatives from of their significance in tho liberal
Botty lllsl oy ,
! children in Holland whore thoro was Barbara Pros(.on , Chovorly, Md.
tho American Council of Learned arts program horo W Colby and tl;o
! recent flood dovostation.
Bever ly Barrett
Continued on Pago Two
Societies * are coming to observe tho improvement of that program.

April Oo sivoeation Sfrasr g s
Top lec turers to Solb y
$tn -® ' Reports
lueeessf yl Year

Band Sponso rs
First Festival .

Tri-Delts Present
Fashions. & Show

,

Bul letin Boar d

Gabridson l Gives Colby Entertains
Giiests at Games
Lecture Funds

' DEAN'S LIST
Continued from Page One
Rebecca Rowe, Dover-Foxeroft
Anne Scheer,, New Canaan , Conn.
Joanne Sturfevant , Springfield ,
Mass.
Audrey Tanner, Livermore Falls

COLBY SKIERS
. Continued from Page One
this event , Colby 's smn-aing in the
meet would have been even higher.
For this reason, when the team receives the final decision and the trip
is definite, they will go on an extensive conditioning schedule, emphasizing cross-country . This conditioning will take place at Sugarioaf Mt.
where the team will utilize the one
and a half mile downhill run, and
also the height, in preparation for
the cross-country to be held in the
Utah Mountains. Additional training will be done at Rumford, where
the F.I.S. cross-country trail and
the Rumford ski ju mp will be used.

Anyone interested in managing
Freshman baseball should contact
Eddie Webber, 324 Pepper Hall, or
Last Wednesday, February 25,
The Gabrzelson lecture series, presleave a note containing name and
ented eacli Thursday afternoon dur- Colby was host to the basketball college address in P. 0. Box 82 at
Dean 's, List
ing second semesters, is sponsored teams of; Phillips High and Madison Roberts Union.
Men 's Division
by Guy George Gabrielson, a Colby High. The Madison quintet, worked
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trustee, to foster interest and to out in the field house before the
There is still an opening for a res- Charles R. Anderson, Dorchester,
educate students and guests in .the game, while the group from Phillips ponsible Freshman, Sophomore , or
Mass.
present world situation. Many im- toured the campus. The Phillips Junior to take over the Daily Bulle- Robert Andrews, Reading, Mass.
portant and outstanding speakers students were guests of Vice-Presi- tin. A salary will be paid, and
the F. Oene Belzer, Wessenaar, Holland
are brought to the campus each dent Galen Eustis, who is a graduate hours are short. Anyone interested Harold Cross, Belle Plain , Kan.
of that school. The reasons for inyear through this lecture series.
should contact Paul Wescott , KDR , Alan S. Bfroymson, Shaker Heights,
Mr. Gabrielson himself has been viting the guests were" to give them or Marty Cornish, Mary Low.
Ohio
active in politics in New York and a glimpse of college life in general
iBarnet Fain, Providence, R.' . I.
New Jersey, and is chairman of the and, more particularly, to create
Norman Hodgkins, Delmar, N Y. Roy V . Shorey, IV, Ridgewood,
Republican National Committee. Be- interest in Colby.
STU - G REPORTS
"Arthur Kimball, Waterville
N. J- .
Although few students realize it,
cause of his interest in public affairs
Continued from Page One
David Lavin, Scarsdale, N . Y.
Sleeper, Mt. Carmel,
Freeman
C.
Mr. Gabrielson has a dual purpose : Colby has been host to many high are now working with the problems Roland Nagle, Flushing, N. Y
.
Conn.
to interest educated people in poli- school groups at its basketball games of program, housing, panel discusv Carleton Reed, Woolwich
CL A SS OF 1955
tics and to educate those already this year. Among the guests have sion and publicity for the Academic Lawrence Taber, Madison, N. J.
interested in the eubject. Mr. Gab- been students from Freedom Acad- Convocation this April.
Samuel Ctyrk ILT, Oakland
Paul Wescott, Bucksport
Dutton, W. Newton, Mass.
rielson feels that a series of lectures emy, Williams High School , GoverJohn
On the academic side, students Paul White, ReYere, Mass.
Jurgins, Sloatsburg, N. Y.
by people concerned with national nor Dummer Academy and . Fairfield , will work with President Bixler in
Harold
C LASS OF 1954
Portland.
Roberts,
David
and international government and Waterville and Winslow Highs.
the selection of speakers for the Charles Barnes, Albany, N.. Y.
W. Bridgewater,
Swanson,
Ronald
current events will help Colby studAverill Lecture Series during the Arthur Eddy, Gardner , Mass.
Mass.
ents understand contemporary probRobert Frank, Brookline, Mass.
next school year.
lems and the importance of a wide
CLASS OF 1956
The Book of the Year Committee , Robert Hawkins, White Plains ,
background in politics.
advertising
and
N.
Y.
through
discussion,,
Theodore Desveaux, Waterville
In 1946 and each year since, Mr.
working
to
further
Robert
Heubsh,
has been
New York , N. Y . Arthur Goyette, Berlin, N. H.
the
Gabrielson has donated a fund to
Aubrey
Keef
reading of George Bernard Shaw
, Vanceboro
John Jubinsky, Jermyn, Penna.
Colby College to make such a series
plays among students.
Arthur Rothenberg, New York,
Eugene McCulloch, Needham, Mass
The Life-Science Colloquium meet¦
possible. These lectures are given
,
'
office
Upon entering
N. Y.
Charles Morrissey, Newton, Mass.
, the Stu-G
every Thursday afternoon at 4 :00 ing on Wednesday, February 24 , treasurer had .$350.45. Credits to
P. M. during the second semester. featured Dr. Scott and Dr. Koons date total $1,470.63 ; debits, $46.63,
This year 's basic theme is "crisis of the biology and sociology depart- leaving a balance on hand of
centers of the World". Some of the ments respectively. The topic of ?1,358.65. Campus Chest returns will
areas that will .be discussed are their discussion was "Micro vs. be divided this year in the following
Germany, Japan, Czechoslovakia and Maco Evolution". This ' is a topic proportion .
the Near East. Although this series under current debate and refers to Colby Students
60%
^ifo. ^7i*\«•-•*' tf
J^_?JP£^Jy**-'iEr§*
is required for Professor Fullam's the mechanism of evolution. The World Student Service Fund 30%
W
government classes, it is also open Neo-Darwinists, now called "Mendel- Negro Scholarship
10%
Morganist
bourgeois
scientists"
by
to members of Colby and residents
The Maine Student Government
of Waterville. The lectures also at- the Russians, hold that gene mutaConference was held at Colby in
tions
are
the
initial
17
steps
in
evolutract out-of-town visitors.
January.-At this time the Constitution
.
A
minority
of
biologists
believe
The lecturers, selected by Presition of the Maine Inter-Collegiate
$Q
dent Bixler and Professor" Fullam, that postulated but unobserved "sysStudent Government was organized .
tematic
mutations
occur
with
great
"
often stay for discussion groups in
According to Article II of the Con.
the evening or attend classes. The rarity to produce "hopeful monstitutiou , ''The , purpose of this orsters"
that
are
infertile
with
parent
speakers have included professors
¦ i *¦ __ci&ii_k _&&__.
"M
ganization shall be to work for the
jn
*
' ' ' 'iip*i§iii__. it? \ii) s
from Harvard, Smith, Fletcher types. The leading proponent of the
betterment , of relations among its
School of Diplomacy, Ohio State, latter theory is Goldschmidt of the
members and offer a medium for
University
of
California
but
his
,
and the University of Pennsylvania.
exchange of ideas and problems _ "
ideas
must
be
thought
of
as
distinct
Some of the speakers have been
Article III states that there are. to'
Wilbur K. Jordan , President of from those of Lamarkism; which is
be five officers of the organization :
the
theory
taught
in
Russia.
Both
Radcliffe College ; William G. Avinth
chairman, secretary, and three direcand Frederick Hechinger of the New speakers believe that all evidence
tors — ,the chairman and secretary
points
toward
the
Neo-Darwinian
York Herald Tribune; the Honorable
view.
Dr.
Koons
said
that most of to bo from the host - school. The
Chester Merrow, 1946 Congressional
this
evidence
must
be obtained from Student Government Association ,'
Representative from New Hampconsisting of the officers and five
shire; Theodore I. Fabinyi , former a study of palentology, for' the
official
delegates from each school,
chance
of
finding
changing,
live specHungarian Minister of Commerce,
will meet to discuss problems and
imens
is
small.
Industry and Finance ; and Jan Pap"Anesthesia", a lecture by Dr. ideas of the member schools.
anek, Ambassador from CzechosloEach of the three colleges, Bates,
Moore, who is the anesthesiast at
vakia to the United Nations.
Colby
and Maine , drew up reports
Thayer Hospital , will be delivered
stating
the operation and influence of
next Wednesday, March 4. The meetthe
various
student government at
ing will be held in the Smith Room
of Roberts Union , with tea at 3 :30 his own school. Maine reports the
DIAMBRI' S
followed by the lecture at 4 .- 00. The addition of a concert series to the
Main Streot
'
Life-Science Colloquium invites all campus activities and the establishment of a reading day before exams.
who are interested to aftend.
Excellent Meals for the Student i
At Bates, the Student Government
Peace
doesn
't
just
happen.
Our
r
sponsors a nmyorality campaign to
pay
At a price he can afford to
__MoE_§. 8 cf!__^^_a_9 *"w?
troops in Korea are doing part of stimulate student spirit. In Student
ITALIAN SANDWICHE S
the job . Wo can do ours by buy- Government and ' Student Council
ing dofonso bonds — together we elections, popularity is de-emphasizITALIAN SPAGHETTI
can hammer out the peace we're all ed — all campaigning is done tjiru
OUR SPECIALTY
looking for .
personal contact.

Scott and Koons
Discuss Evolut ion
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Super Shirt Laun dr y

BARBER SHOP
and
BEAUTY PAR LOR
148 Main 8t,
Tol. 680

Where Quality, Service
"
and

, j

i
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Get your Psre-S prin g motor tune-u p plus tops in ;
Car Lubrica tion and know-how at
COO K S GULF SERVI CE
PHONE S3O08

]

OPEN DAY and NIG H T

'

^

Dra matic Monologue

'•

,

'

..

WE8TINGH0U8E
APPLIANCES

Vocal Solos

Pre sented for the Delta Delta Delta Sororit y

Rollins - Dunham , Co.

WOMEN 'S UNION
'

Solo Dance

DO OR PRIZE !

¦

HOUSEWARES

'

J

'

¦

these special features
Colbyettes
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HARDWARE
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A Preview of Sprin g and Summer Fashions

i

Watorvillo , Mo.

'

i

ACROSS FROM RADIO STATION

!

Main St.
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GIGUERE 'S

P ARKS' DINER
Cleanliness Prevail.

DRY CLEANERS
Bachelor Bundlo Sorvlco
Tol. 1834
74A Elm St.
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Us Solve Your Gift Problems
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W H E R E FINE FOODS
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MARCH 5, 1953

Admission 60c
7:30 P. M.

i

'

Qmmi-B/uMJim Gov

Fraternity News
L. C. A.

Last week our article (a stelliar
poem by Dave O'Neil) was not published. Np real reason outside of the
fact that it was 60 lines long and
didn't mean anything to the Editor
of the ECHO. We will refrain from
any vulgarity, but if any of you
would like to read what seems to
me to be a very clever poem, just
drop over to 211 ' L.C.A. and see
what you think.
Winter Carnival is old news now

!'

¦

*
>

¦

\

WATERVILLE
FRUIT & PRODUCE CO.
'
¦

/

' '

'

' Incorporated

WHOLES ALE PUR VEYORS
Sanger Avenue
Tel. 138
Waterville , Me.
^

'
¦ ' ¦

grassing season .
The M.L.C. is looking for Bill
Setser. "Are you 2 1?????" >
By the time you read this Tom
Ford will be a member and I would
like to say, "Congratulations , Tom."
Joe Perham, world famous for his
portrayal of RuburchoefF , is now letting his hair grow. No haircuts
till May . and possibly June. ^ae
is going to be "Hamlet' 5 in P&W's
next production .
Stan, Pudge, and Sid are all working out for "Eddie". If the weather
doesn 't change real soon, they will
be playing on the diamond instead
of the precious court.
Ro, Bill, and Ted are still keeping
in training for basketball1. No Smokj ing ! No Drinking 1 and No Women I
|
From what I hear the hockey play1 ers are breaking the training- rules.
\ Right, Dick ? News flash —f Bowdoin 7, Colby 10. Northeastern 76,

but most of the brothers are still
talking about the party Saturday
ni ght.
*
The Talent Show is old news by
now, . so let us leave it that way.
Ace Parker 's superior wit was too
superior, therefore we fajled to make
a hit.
Our hats off to Rick Tyler for his
great performance against Bow'doin.
The "Hat Trick" is what .many
hockey players dream about (including myself.)
Juie, Gil and Chuck Spencer are
dusting off their blankets: This Warm
weather does something to them.
They say there is nothing like the

'¦

:

.

.

. , .

.

'

¦'

<

Colby 74??? ' .
Don Sugarloafed Hunt for a good
showing on the slats.
A Word to the Wise. Don't say
yes until you're sure you want what
you ask for. Look it over and don 't '
get into something you can't get
rid of.
Tlie Day — March 3rd ; The Place
— Roberts Union ; The Time —
8:00 ; The Event — The Lambda Chi '
Alpha's Open ..Smoker.

ews
Sorority l
A. D. Pi

Congrats to the Sigmas from the
A. D. Pi Junior Birdrrien on their
wonderful skit, especially to *Gig
Roy and her display of talent . In
case you didn't get the gist — the
Alpha Delts were depicting a satire
on Saturday-night dating. We'd like
to thank Pru and Gilly for their
hard work. Also, roses to the ATO's
on their skit. We hear that the sale
K. D. R.
Again it was Saturday . . . ... of Grandma's Lye Soap has zoomed.
Panhellenic Play Day is this week"Good evening ladies and gentle1
end.
We'd like to make it three
men — the Metropolitan Osprey
yea
r's
straight and keep the cup.
Company, makers of bigger and
The
Rummage
Sale will be next week
better fish hooks presents the
at
St.
Mark's
Church in town.
latest presentation of Michelano
While
we're
handing
out bouquets ,
Spilano entitled 'Lastago* Del .
we
think
that
last
semester
's officers
Vino Congratia ' or 'She Stoops
have
done
a
swell
j
ob
especially
—
to Bend Over' . . a tale well
President Barbara Hartsgroye. '
calculated to keep you in".
Lois has been in pink clouds lately.
Isn't it wonderful what a long-dis¦ '
tance , phone call can do?
'
" Sis'teirs recentl y took the National
E?tam on sorority his^orj;. '¦ There
certainly was some enlightening anT
swers . . . who said the Scholarship
Fund of lBSl was: for "b'n'e-'armecl
paper-hangeirs ; what did Myrtle Fabia Faust have to do; with' all this ;
and why do; pledges have to be
cleared through the Federa) Reserve
System ? Also, since when did Abigail Davis come from Paris, Maine I
( . ; . > r .. • -
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proud
Here is self-assurance,as stated by a
harlequin
49'er and a slinhnew
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hipped skirt,action-pleated farther down.
f

Colors are excitingly
rich...doubly so
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Pendleton-spun , and
Pendleton-woven.
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Waterville
Steam Laundry
Agents for Colby College
WILLIAM FITZGIBBONS

'

Phi Delta House -
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The talent show DUD go on '— with
or without the sound system for our
tragic taje of love and lust , At this
time we wish to pay homage" to the
many brothers that took part in
said opera . First there were , the
directors, Messers Barry, Fishier, and
McDonough and Fernandez , who
spent many long LATE hours filling
rooms with cigarette smoKe ; Milton
Crossbones (Ray Maxwell of WTVL
fame) j
Michaelangelo Hammer.
(Bruc£ McComb) ; our two seductivecultured nietzo sopranos, who never
sang a note ; Tennessee Horny (Ted
Harriman), the talerit'ed orchestral
conductor , who may stilt be found
lying- in "'t he "pit" at the Women '*?
Union clutching the baton in his
sensitive riglit hand ; brother Scalise,
the child prodigy with tricycle wild
almost got it in his. end 'like " all
others concerned with tjie production ; and smiling Johnny O'Krussel
the cop that couldn 't resist a shot
from aln old friend. Da Mob was
(Continued on Page Five)
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Post Office Square
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Service Center
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Plan To Knit A Sweater
| You too can be a Campus
Queen in a sweater knit with

FLEISHER'S

j

!
!
[

!

YA RNS
Sold in any color
at your

| Yardgoods Center
|
f

. '" : the 49*er

$17.95

the Skirt

$14.95

Thege garments may , be
purchased months a'p&rt
and still match or blend...
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^WMS^
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DUNHAM 'S
FEATURING MAN-TAILORED FASHIONS IN A MEN'S SHOP

Edward ! ¦Vlodebk,
Owner
¦' ¦
>
''

5 Silver St., Opp . Sta te Theatre
'
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The New
PURITAN
RESTAURANT
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Watorvillo
All Elootrlo cooking
Our Kitohon is opon' for
Inspection at all times
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EDITO R
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MARTHA CORNISH

Interesting Facts Ben Hatch Aptjy Combines His
Appear in Report Tkree Main Interests

.. One cf the few booklets not in- Who is the man so often seen
cluded as outside reading for English bustling in Miller Library from the
402 or Physics 301 or even Spa 000, library office to the public card catyet one of the most pertinent pub- alogue and back to the office? Every
lications to Colby and every indiv- Colbyite would recognize Ben Hatch,
idual here is the recent annual re- head cataloger of the college library .
port of Treasurer Arthur W. Seepe. In his official capacity, which inWithin its modest white pages lurk cludes the supervision of the procesBUSINESS MANAGER
MANAGING EDITOR
sing of all material coming into the
such amazing facts as:
STAN ABRAMS
HERB ADAMS
1
Mr. Benton LeKoy Hatch
. . . Colby students actually pay library,
Ass't. Business Mgrs.—Bob Anderson , Steve Strauss less than two-thirds the cost of their is responsible for the cards in the
News Editor—Helen Cross
Advertising -Vlanag er—Peggy Connelly
Assistant News Editors:
To be exact, the total backs of all the circulation books
Ass't. Advertising Ktanager—George Rudolph educations.
Make-up—Rebecca Rowe
and pamphlets ; and for the card
Advertising Sales Manager—-Betsy Benson income from student fees amounts
Features—Yvonne Noble
.. . '
catalogue which is indespensible in
Subscriptions—Pete Frshbin to only 64.2% of the entire cost,
Rewrite r-Barbara Burke
Circulation —Annette Irons while the remaining 36.8% (or research work. This.would seem to
Acting Sports Editor—Al Nagy
be an overwhelming task, but in
$98,428.27), assistance in*- the form
addition to this, Mr. Hatch does
of scholarships, grants, awards, and
work on two projects in Miller
work opportunities, comes from the special
WHY NOT . . . ?
which interest him greatly.
Library
alumni, endowment, special gifts ,
One of these projects is a catalogue
Two articles here in the ECHO office have inspired us to write etc.
of the manuscripts in the Treasure
this editorial. One is a poem which is in one of the desk drawers right
. . . Colby came through the last Room with alphabetical listings of
now, and the other is the "Bowdoin Quill" which was among the fiscal year, ending June, 1952, with by and for whom -each was written. er Company, for which he was a scalthe slim balance — in the black — Hatch's other specialty is a card file er and head woods accountant, he
papers on the desk yesterday until someone borrowed it.
of $1,946.80
of the early Maine imprints dated spent a winter in Penobscot Bay
The poem, written this year by a Colby student, has caused some
. . . Last year we spent over from 1793 to 1850 in the library. His at a mill off the coast of Little
debate among the editors. Should it be printed in the ECHO or not? $870,000 on building construction
contributions to the functionings of Deer Island. Mr. Hatch tells with
The arguments against printing it: It is a completely serious poem. (this includes everything from bricks Miller Library for the past four years great vigor some of his. experiences
It may be a very good poem as far as thought and form, but is this to student chairs to door knobs) . are based to a great extent on his while located at this isolated spot
type of poetry appropriate in a college NEWSPAPER ? Cleveland Now the college is in debt -1935,000 eight years of work in the magni- where the harsh winter often cut
of the building programs ; ficent Yale University Library.
them off from their source of supnumerous poetry and articles are fine for the feature page, particu- as a result
ulies on the mainland. These condihowever, this amount is gradually
In addition to a love of books , a tions did not dampen Hatch's enlarly if they pertain to the college or life here ; serious creative writing, decreasing.
however, does not seem quite fitting. On the other hand, we have just
. . . The operating cost for ONE zest for the out-of-doors is a part . thusiasm because the whole project
of Hatch's life. He is an ardent was connected with the production
one argument for printing the poem, but a very important argument : year is over THIRTEEN MILLION
mountain climber and camper. He of paper and the great out-of-doors.
There is no other medium on this campus for publishing such a poem DOLLARS!!!!
was, at one time, connected with
The Appalachian Mountain Club
. . . From the Alumni Fund we the Maine Forest Service having
— or any other entirely creative works by students.
,
owes
much of its printed -material
received contributions amounting to climbed, camped and tramped exThe "Bowdoin Quill" is a literary magazine such as we believe $30,000 for current expenses.
to him. He is a member, of the comtensively in New England, particshould be started here at Colby. It contains fiction , essays, and poetry
. . . The endowment increased ularly in New Hampshire and Maine. mittee which ^publishes their jour of a high calibre For example, there were many, serious poems such slightly • it is now at 4.64 million Last summer he traveled to Montana nal/ "Appalachia ", and has written
many informative and interesting
as the one submitted to the ECHO — and they were good ones. And if dollars — approximately the same to take in the beauties of Glacier
articles for it. He also helped to
as
that
of
Drexel
Institute
of
TechNational Park. Because of his great
Bowdoin and other smal} colleges can have a literary magazine,
nology in Philadelphia. Compare this knowledge and appreciation of the write their "White .Mountain Guide
why can't we?
Book", specializing on the section
with :
scenic spots in this section of Maine, concerning Mt. Katahdin. In the
writing
interested
in
o
lb
y
students
Two years ago, a small group of C
Bates
$ 2,000,000.
all Colby knows him as an Outing card catalogue in the Library are
13,000,000.
attempted to start such a magazine. The only result, unfortunately, Bowdoin
Club enthusiast and an able advisor articles on three subjects : Maine,
Middlebury
6,046
,426.
to
that group.
was the one literary supplement contained in an issue of the ECHO
books, and mountains, all under the'
Oberlin
24,000
000.
,
last year. Lack of organization and lack of enough really enthusiastic
Extremely
fascinating
are
Mr.
name
of Benton Hatch.' His interSwarthmore
9,662j749.
Hatch's ingenious ways of combin- esting ways of combining these '; subfellow-students who would and could turn in worthwhile material
ing his interests in books, Maine and jects in a practical and enjoyable way
seemed to be the reasons for the failure. The ECHO gave its support
mountain
climbing. 'During his four make him another fascinating memin organizing and printing the magazine, since one of the problems
years with the Maine Seaboard Pap- ber of the Colby family.
faced was that of getting the material published at a very limited
expense.
Just because the last effort to start a literary magazine here failed,
February 17
however, does not mean that one could not or should not be started
Munsan-ai
now- Neither does it mean that one could not be successful. We know
Korea, 2330 [
By Warren Turner
that there are plenty of students who have more than adequate Fepiale Students ,
Any girl interested in writing to
abilities to write excellent material, and we feel that enough interest
two
lonely Marines ? Mail is very
Someone said to me the other day, "I didn't know there was such a
could be aroused to support a magazine, to organize it, and submit
poor over here and my buddy and I record as "My Baby 's Coming Home" until I went home for vacation and
material to it. There should certainly be enough students in a liberal "would like writing to some nice girl . turned on tho radio." In the weeks to follow I shall try to prevent this by
,
arts college like Colby who can write and who want to . write.
If you know of any way these reviewing the latest in records to keep you posted up here in the Maine
Furthermore, it seems a shame that students who do write stories addresses could be passed around woods. If you like popular music, you will hear the latest. If you like your
so that some girl Would write to us, music slow and mellow, you will hear all about that, too. But, if you like
and poems have no encouragement, no place to print them. It seems please
do it. I'm sure that there jazz — I sympathize with you.
a shame that poems should simply lie in desk drawers because of must be room in your paper to
I shall try to keep as much up to date as possible ; however, the inaccesthis. Wh y don 't these authors, and other potential authors, get to- squeeze two lonely Marines' addres- sibility of the latest records forced my predecessor out of business , and may
gether to establish a magazine? True, it would be a little difficult ses into. If at all possible, send pic- eventually catch up with me. I hope you will bear with mo through my
to gather material and raise money for the first few issues; but we tures as moralo-builders. Wo will efforts, and if you don 't agree with mo, at least you will know what you
answer all letters. Here are tlio ad- don't like.
feel sure that, if these initial issues were reall y good, they would gain
dresses.
" DOGGIE IN THE W INDOW"
Pattl Pago
(Mercury)
support enough from both students and administration to continue.
is
a
real
cutio,*
and
with
Patti
singing
song
it
This
, what more can I
H. C.
Sgt. Earl W. Sederguest , 1186944
say oxcopt "Arf , Orf ", Although it isn 't in the top seven yet, it already
and
sold close to a million records. Tho reason , of course, lies in its tremSgt. Bruco B. Bierbowor, 1160201 has
endous appeal to children as well as adults. If you ask mo, I would say
Support Co., 1st Sew. Bn.
that Mercury did not expect this platter to hit the top spot , but rather to
IT'S A MATTER OF TASTE . . .
1st Marino Div. P. M. P.
sit around in fourth or fifth position and rake in the 'shekels. I am afraid
Powder and Dig has announced that "Hamlet" is to be the fourth care of F.P.O. San Francisco , Calif. that wo will bo plenty sick of it before it is gone.
I thank you
and final production of their organization of the year. This fact is would appreciatefor your time and
Patti Pago
. " MY JEALOUS EY ES"
(Mercur y)
any letters that
''Doggie
good
reason
why
another
is
In
well known to everyone on campus, and most of the college com- would bo written , Hope you can remThe
Window"
This
, has sold so
someone
that
ies.
It
seems
to
me
cop
mossed
up
and
put
two good
many
munity is expecting the best from them. Certainly the professional edy our unhappy situation.
Jealous
E
tho
same
record
.
"My
yes
" has Patti at her best.
songs on
, Sincerely yours ,
jobs that they did on "Darkness at Noon" and "Summer and Smoke"
itself is nothing exceptional, but a fine arrangement on the .part
tune
The
Sgt
. Earl W. Sodorgiiost
speak well for their abilities. But nonetheless, their courage in taking
of Joo Itoisman puts its best foot forward . Notice how tlio orchestra
underto
a play which is recognized everywhere as rather difficult
I\ S. Hope you can road tho manages to stay .out of tho way and lot Patti do her stuff. This song
its
proved
to
a
Colb
y
audience
which
has
presenting
it
stand and
scribbling ; I've only got ono candle may never bo a booming hit, but it is good for a number of rides.
••SIDE BY SIDE"
Kay Starr
(Capitol)
shallowness and inapprcciation by its behavior at both of the prev- to write by.
with
multiple
voices
has
experiment
turned
out a winner with
s
Kay'
ious plays, is admirable.
Ed. Note.
This lotto r servos as
does
an
exceptionally
Sho
agile
Side".
job
in
the last chorus,
By
It is not that the audience docs not appreciate the work done or a remin de r t hat tho boy s in sorvlc o "Side around , beside and behind herself to a smash finish
. It is,this
singing
the accomplished acting ; it is just their sense of humor seems to assert In Korea , an d olsowhoro, liko to ro- climatic minuto that is going to make it a bi g record . This is Kiy 's first
ooivo mail , Tho doslr o for mall goes
itself at the most unexpected and inopportune moments. It is almost
hor Roso Bowl Concert, and she certainly has earned it.
deeper, howeve r, than many of us hit since
side, "Noah", is typical Kay Starr : a superb vocal, but a
of
supother
audience
containing college students
inconceivable that an
Tho
roalizo. it Is a groat morale buildor ,
It' s outo, but not cute enough. The samo number would
song.
posedly maturing tastes could be capable of the titters and giggles that and su rveys show that many of tho mediocre
by a good negro quartet.
dono
bettor
ran around the theatre both nights tliat this writer attended the plays. boys woul d rather got mall than oat. sound
¦
.
,
•
DI8G DATA
If we as college students expect the administration and faculty to 8o oven thoug h many of you reactors
tho Frankio Lane and Jimmy Boyd' combination on
for
out
Wfttoh
don 't fool moved to wrlto to an
recognize us as mature individuals cap able of 'self government and
. Mothinks it is slated for tho million and a half bracket ,
unknow n sold ier , wo wou ld liko to "Toll Mo a Story "
Jockeys havo a now plug song by Julius LaRosa. It
Dieo
authonty in fields in which wc now have no voice, wc might start sugges t tha t thoro aro probably boys
Boston
Tho
you
havo hoard it a couple of hundred times. (Will b'o
proving it to them by showing better taste and understanding at in your homo town who would liko sounds good until
column.)
j
reviewed in my next
to rood lvo lott ors from you.
,
such functions.

Letters to Editor
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DISCORD

,
.(Continued from Page Three)
played by sulky and beat up brothers Bersani, Kilmister, Chaloult,
Ledetto, Obery, Hice, Swanson and
pledge Parsons.
The sound was by the Boston Symphony via Basin Street and the
Exchange Hotel. Special effects were
handled by the Lucky Strike Company, the Waterville Water department, and Newton's law of "falling
bodies" . .. . while the scars, cuts
and shiners were provided discretely
by Bob Grindel , who is handy at that
sort of thing.
Thus — the evening opera came
to a crashing climax with many a
pumping heart recovering from the
effects seen upon the stage. There
in the midst of powder smoke and
his many dead companions stood
Michealangilo Hammer with his eyes
heavenward "— looking toward his
lithe, young, laham , mishwee, secretary — Velda - Svelt.
"Velda was a doll *~ Gad ! How
he loved that gal !,''

related to the Finns^'as he thought ;
his attempt to read Hungarian was
a failure. A success was registered
recently, however, when Jim Smith
was offered a part in "Hamlet " because of his pinning scene in the
Talent Show. It must have been the
contrast that did it. "Disare" Klinzman, the co-star of the scene, made
fashion history at last week's meeting, but his courage ran out. He
wouldn't leave the house. The most
puzzling event , though, was Megquier's house-cleaning campaign.
Perhaps he intends to move out of
his rag-shop suite.
Reports from intelligence indicate :
that there is a campus-wide
secret movement to eliminate those
who forget their primary allegiances.
— that it will fail .
— that rules at Colby are subject to. moods.
—- that the oft-used concept of the
"Colby Student" .is as fallacious as
that of the "economic man".
— and that we'll have more news
next week.

D. U.

T. D. P.

FRATERNITY NE W S

Your reporter realizes that this
column exists for the gathering and
possible dissimulation of house and
campus affairs . He will therefore,
along with the statement of the
news, attempt to predict future
trends, and conditions.
Last week at the house, the conservative-liberal coalition scored a
victory, under conditions similar to
those of pre-war Germany, with the
rejection of a political play. Surprisingly enough, Whitey Johnson
led the movement. Niels learned that
the Magyars are not so closely

We had such nice compliments
about last week's article that I
wanted to quit while I was ahead
but here goes again. The "Taus"
put on a simply lovely fashion show
on Saturday night. A couple of
towny . boys took it rather seriously
and Harry had a tough time fighting
off ten of them. In case anybody's
interested that senior boy. who Teceived the letter that was published
in last week's article, As going to
Blotz High School for the Freshman hop. Our new basketball captain Paul Ostrove has done wonderes
with our team. We get closer every
game. Brothers Kaufman, Dunn,
Dinnerman , Landau, and Mac Gillivray hit "Bean Town" rather hard.
Tardif Jew eler
J All pins survived the onslaught from
"Waterville's Sterling
j the fascinating assemblage of feminine pulchritude. Brother Krieger
Head quarters"
i has that new look. Congratulations
to Slim Alport who defied all laws
Agent for
i of nutrition and survived the calorie
w&Towle¦» Gorham * Wallace j .wars,.,, We are . happy ,Jo. welcome
Steve Benson as a pledge to our
international - Lunt
humble group. Coach TJllman doing
Reed & Barton - Heirloom < a fine, job -with the frosh hockey
team. Not much else—Grody 's still
.
.. . .
^ in school.
¦ '
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Collegians Head- Over-Heels
About Comf ortable Arro w Shorts

HANG OUT
Hangout hopes that everyone had
a great .time at* the talent show and
would like to thank all for their
participation. As everyone knows,the
ATO's and Sigma 's presented excep tionally well-planned acts , and
certainly deserved the prizes .
Thanks are also due Art Eddy who
managed the Talent Show, Goose McRoy and his refreshment committee
whose members were : Sally Bartlett, Carol Perron , John Jacobs,
Kathy McConoughy, and Ed Fraktman ; Elsa Joyce, Sally Baty and J
and Janet McKenzie for their work
on publicity.
No more Monday night movies on
Hangoutf — by popular -^ request.

Canterbury Begins
Lenten Program

Last Sunday night at seven o'clock
Canterbury Club met in Women's
Union to' start its Lenten program
with an open discussion on Courtship
and Marriage. Substituting for Archdeacon Craig, whose visit was cancelled at the last minute, Rev.
Charles O. Brown, rector . of St.
Mark's Church spoke and mediated
the discussion. This was the first
of a series of Lenten discussion meet'
ings.
. ' ,
The subjects of the subsequent discussions will be as follows : March
1, Church and Politics with Mr.
Ward as guest speaker ; March 15,
Church Unity ; March 22,, A Question Box. These meetings are open
to anyone in the college, wno wishes
to attend ,
A Communion breakfast will be
held at St. Mark' s Church on March
8. During Lent Holy Communion
will be administered in Rose Chapel
every Wednesday morning at seven
o'clock.

Newman Notes
, Last Sunday, February 22, a Communion breakfast was held in Sacred
Heart Hall. Father Morisset , a
Maryknoll priest , spoke on the conditions in South America, the importance of our faith and the Maryknolls themselves.
This Sunday, March 1st, there will
be a general meeting, bull session,
and explanation of the Mass at 7 :00
p.m.-in the Women's Union.
On warch 22, at 6 :30 p.m., another spaghetti supper will be held
at the Knights of Columbus Hall.
The , price is 40 cents and everyone
is welcome.
The Rosary is said every evening
during Lent at 6 :30 in the Women 's
Union.

Camera Club
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at Reasonable Prices
We..Boliver

"Any way you look at it, Arrow shorts are tops for comfort," collegians say. Special tailoring features (such as
no chafing center seam) assure free and easy comfort in
any position. Wide selection of styles, fabrics and colors
now available at all Arrow dealers.
I!
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Back in the twenties, movies replaced vaudeville rather effectively and,
since that time, have gained popularity until the cinema has become the
form of visual entertainment enjoyed by the greatest number of people
in this country. Recently, television has threatened "to reduce Hollywood
capital to mere millions, and the extravaganza producers of this fabulous
film era have started frantically casting around for some suitable eyeopener to combat this menace. The result is "three-dimensional" pictures.
In as much as television has begun to claim the State of Maine in a
rather primitive way, "three-dimensional" movies cannot be far behind.
Soon the local moving picture managers will be regarding flat films with
the same' critical eye as is now in use in connection with silent films, so
a brief analysis of this new medium might be in order .
Generally, "three-dimensional" movies, fall into two catagories , which
I shall call by the trade names used by the first, motion picture company
to present each. The first is "Natural Vision", or the true 3-D movie.
The basic principle is the same as that used with stereopic slides , I.e.
two pictures are taken simultaneously at different angles, and , when
developed and put into the proper housing, the viewer's left eye sees the
shot taken from the left angle, while the right eye sees the other, thus
giving the same effect as if the person were actually at the spot where
the picture was taken .
"Natural Vision " cameras take two pictures and superimpose one upon
the other, coloring the overlapping sides of objects with different shades.
The audience is equipped with Polaroid glasses, with lenses of the
different shades. Supposing the colors used were red and greeu, then the
red lens would tend to cancel the red overlap, while allowing the moviegoer to see the green overlap with this eye. The opposite is true with the
other eye, giving the effect of one eye seeing the front and a bit of the
left side of the subject, while the right eye sees the front and part of the
right side. At present, the plan is to give every theatra-gber a pair of
cardboard glasses with his ticket, the obvious disadvantage being to people
who wear glasses anyway. In this case, the cardboard glasses are hard
to keep on over the regular pair, and present the user with numerous
problems. So far , the Polaroid glasses have not come equipped with prescription lenses.
The other type of projection is "Cinerama" which utilizes a three-dimensional illusion by presenting a giant curved screen which, at times, tends
to encircle the audience. (This type of movie is not recommended for those
who suffer from claustrophobia.) In this case, three pictures are taken
simultaneously and projected on three different areas of the screen ; the
picture taken liead-on is projected in the normal fashion on the front part
of the. screen , while those taken to the left and right of the subject are
reproduced on the sides of the screen. Therefore, when showing a picture
of a landscape with a barn in the center, a tree on the left and a pond
on the right, the audience will see the barn straight ahead, with the 'other
objects shown on the curved sides of the screen. Actually, there is no
true three-dimensional process used in this method, but the illusion
is created by surrounding the audience with flat pictures. The cost of
making threei pictures for each movie and equipping theatres with expensive screens is one of the prohibiting factors of this type of projection .
I seriously doubt that this new medium will replace or hinder,, the adr
vancement of television as, in order to join the T.V. clique, the home
viewer has only to pay the initial admission price and from that time
enjoys free entertainment, but, to quote the enthusiastic editorial of the
"New York Herald Tribune": "The flat screen, the silent screen, the
uncluttered stage of Shakespeare and Marlowe, even the book in an armchair before the fire, all have had their stimulating moments. What wonders may now be expected of a medium which out-gulfs all these predecessors and makes every man a voyager to a bravo new world!- '
Terrifying, isn't itP
g***->^»
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Harold B. Ber deen

W. W. BERRY & CO.
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The new constitution of the Camera Club was accepted by Student
Council at their last meeting without deliberation. Club officials stated
that tho revision was necessitated
by increased membership and plans
for a-more active club program.
-»¦ — * ¦¦- ¦¦-¦» -^ — — ¦— -__

¦ AN EYE ©N . THE S¥A©E !¦
By Richard Miller
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One Day Service
For Your Conveni ence Will Deliver

ANNOUNCES that the fall semester will open on
k -Monuay, September 21, 1953.
Applicants who have, successfully completed three
years of college work, leading to an academic degree,
are eligible Renter three year day cou rse or four year
evening cou rse.
¦»* to¦
9:UU
A.M.
Day Division Classes arc held from
4:00* P.M. on Mondays through Fridays.
Evening Division Classes are held on Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays from 6 :00 to 8 :50 P.M..
Catalogue, containing full inform ation concerning
tuition , cu r ri culum , courses offered and requirements
for the ' bachelor of laws degree,' will b e mailed on
request.
.
Address, jSu ffolk University Law School , 20 Derm.
Street, Boston 14, Mass., Beacon Hill , opposite State
¦
i
.
House. Telephone CA 7-1040. ,
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By Bo Fisher
The Colby Varsity Hockey team
clicked off two victories in its last
two games to hang up a 2-6 record
and tie . for Maine Intercolleg iate
lienors. They defeated Bowdoin 10-7
;md Bates Manufacturing Co. 8-5.
Against the Polar Bears Dick
Skolley and Rick Tyler both turned
the "hat trick", -while center Bo
Fishor, had one goal and six assists.
Other scores went to Dick McKeage,
George Haskell and Pete Laraba.
This was by far Colb y's finest game
of the season even though the Mules
allowed leads, of 5-2 and 7-5 to evaporate into a 7-7 tie as the second
period ended. However, Tyler , Skelley and Fisher rammed in third-period markers -to bring Coach Fred
Rancourb his first win of the campaign.
Against Bates Compsiny on. Monday evening following the St. Dpm's
vs. . JQplby . Frosh game, the Mules
avenged an earlier set-back at .the
hands' of the Manufacturers by beating them with, five goals in the third
period. Bo Fisher made two goals ;
Skelley, McKeage, Tyler, Laraba and
Mac had singletons.
Had the varsity , v displayed the
brand of hockey it played in its last
two games earlier in the season ,
one cannot help but think that one
goal losses to New Hampshire and
M.I.T. might have been won.

BY AL NAGV

- ¦

The curtain is slowly drawing oil one of the most successful basketball seasons in Colby history, but .the ovation is still ringing for an
encore — perhaps in the form of a tournament game. There is a
possibility that Colby will be given a chance to prove themselves in
one of the two. Big- tournaments — the-N. I. T. or the N. C. A-. A.
Their, record now stands at 19-5, and considering the fact that our
favorite sons have shown their wares in thirteen cities and six states
should be proof that the Mules deserve tournament recognition. The
team's fine performances, along with vociferous Lee William's performances, have helped the team gain notoriety. The question is, did
they gain enough notoriety to be considered for a nation-wide tournament.
In the past, the Mules . have been content to play in the NAIB
tournament, but now the goal is higher. The NAIB is a BIG tournament for SMALL, but now Colby is aiming at the BIG tournament
for the best teams in; the nation, regardless of size. As a direct outgrowth from the NAIB tournaments, New England will have a representative in the NCAA tourney. The top three teams in New England are Holy Gros$j Connecticut and Colby. In pa?t seasons, the
Holy Cross Grusa-ders have shown preference for the NIT and indications are that they will accept one oi the seven remaining bids
in that tourney. That leaves just two logical choices for the NCAA —
•
Connecticut and Colby.
"
„. ¦
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The Nutmeggers have a 12-4 record for a .750 percentage, while
Colby's percentage is .791. Connecticut lost to Holy Gross by 4 points
on the Nutmeggers home court while Colby lost to Holy Cross by
7 points on the Crusaders home court. This should prove that both
teams are j ust about equal. If these two teams should finish the season
with comparable records, one of two things may be done. The NCAA
selection committee may' pick one of the two teams or they may choose
to hold 'a play-off between the two schools in question. This* play-off
would have to be held before March 7th because all teams have to
be ready to play in the tourney by March 9th . Colby's schedule ends
on March 2nd "so the play-off would favor the Mules slightly.
If the selection method were used, Connecticut would probably
have a slight advantage because: it is a larger school. Their name is
made while Colby is still making theirs. Recently, however, Marty
Glickman, a top-notch New York sportscaster,' stated that "Colby
College of Maine5' might be a top contender as a possible choice for
an NIT bid. This substantiates the fact that Colby, through its bas-ketball teams, is gaining recognitionWhen I interviewed'Lee Williams, the Dr. Jeckel-Mr. Hyde of the
faculty, I was assured that a major tournament bid was a possibility.
The amiable Mr. Williams stated that he was*not looking that far
ahead. "The team must win the remainder of their games to even
be considered, and I'm just living from game to game," he concluded.
So that's where I'll , let the matter rest, hoping that the Colby fans
and Lee Williams will "Hoot 'n Holler" the boys to victory.

" (CAPTURE THAT KOLOR W ITH KODACHROME"

DAKIN SPORTING GOO DS COMPANY
58 TEMPLE STREET
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Final Statistics

Gm. Gl. Ast . T.
Player
8 11" 7 18
1. Sl^lley, LW
8 6 12 18
± Fisher , C
8 5 4 9
3. Haskell , C
8 5 2 7
4. Tyler, RW
8 3 4 7
5. McKeage i LW
8 1 2 3
6. Beatty, RD
G
6 2 1 3
T. Laraba,
1
8. MacGillivray, RW* 5 0 1
1
1
LW
5
0
9. Sheeriii,
Team Record
3
Colby 2
New Hampshire
7
Hampshire
Golby 6
New
4
Colby 2
M. I, T .
Yale
4
Colby 1
Colby 4
Bowdoiii
9
Colb y 10
Bowd oin
7
14
Bates Company
Colby 1
Colby 8
Bates Company
5

Freshman H ookey — Final Game
at Lewiston,

Colby Frosh 1
St. Doms 14
Berry
G
Girard
Dunn
LD
Turgeon
Carnor
11D
Lajoie
Vollmer
Bouchard
R-W
Crown
C
Dominiqito
Robicha'rd
Morrissoy
LW
Goals — Dominqtie, 3 ; Turgeon , 3;
Bouch ard , Robiehard, Laj oie, 2 ; LaUYance , Bou clron u , Cloutier, 2, Morn'soy.
Colby Spares ; Puffer , Boice, Dare ,
Hough , Wey, Clapp.
St. Doms Spares : Bouolroau , Cloutier , La Franco, Estes, Lanayos.
Tho present scores of the In t ramu ral Bowling League aro : * .
Won Lost P'cont
1
.950
ATO
\ 23
KDR
18
0
.750
.333
Zotes
9
IB .
DU
8
-8
.600
( not complete) .

dke

(not complete)
Tau Dolts
(not complete)
Independents

8

8

Arm

(i

10

,97S

0

24

.000

Final standings.. -, of Baslcotliall
League A:
Won Lost P'cont
ATO
8
0
1.000
¦
DP"
1 • .875
7
Zotos
6
2
.750
'
C
3
.625
DICE
,'4
4
Phi Dolts
.500
3
5
.375
LOA
6
Tau Dolts
2
, .250
1
7
.125
ICDR
, - . . .. . '
0
8
,000
Independents
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Ask yourself this question ; Why do I smoke? '
know, yourself, you smoke for enjoyment.
And you get enjoyment only from the taste of a_
^
/
"garette.
Luckies taste better— cleaner, fresher , smoother!
Why? Luckies are made better to taste better. And,
what's more, Luckies are made of fine tobacco.
L'SyM.F.T. -Liicky Strike Means Fine Tobacco.
So, for the thing you want most in a cigarette ...
for better taste—for the cleaner, fresher , smoother
taste of Lucky Strike ..,
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COLIEGE STUDENTS PREFER LUCKIES
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Coach Eddie Roundy 's Baby Mules
have been kept busy during the past
two weeks, with games and practice
sessions. Since the last recapitulation , the Frosh have played , four
games, losing one and winning three.
Their record now stands at a respectable 9-3 mark for a .750 percentage.
On February 12, the Freshmen
played host to a high flying Mi C I.
team-from Pittsfield , Maine. They
had hoped to avenge a loss suffered
to them earlier this season , but a
last period sprint by the visitors
caused the Roundy-men to go down
to defeat again. This time it was to
the .tune of 66-58. The Baby Mules
were leading 45-40 at the end of
the third stanza, but they were "unable to s.top that last period onslaught. Cross and Raymond were
the offensive stars for the Freshmen
with 17 and 11 points respectively,
while Rice played his usually fine
defensive game.
On February 17, the Blue and
Gray quintet traveled to Hebron
Academy and emerged victorious,
87;61, in a rough and tumble affair.
A total of 60 fouls were called in a
contest that saw four Hebron men
and one Colby player given the referee's heave-ho. The Hill-Toppers
were never in any serious trouble
from the opening whistle. Bob Bruns
was leading scorer in the contest
with 7-4-18 total. Cross, Van Allen
and Ziegler also hit for the double
figures with 14, 13, and 10.
On February 20, the Freshmen
rolled to an easy 77-51 victory over
the Portland Junior College hoopsters. Portland led at the end of the
first period, but the Roundy-men
moved out in front 36-29 at halftime and were in front the rest of the
way in gaining their eighth victory
of the campaign. Top men for the
winners were Cross with 18 points
and Rico with 13. ..,'-. , !.. . . .
"Score at will", was the cry of
the Colby Freshmen as they walloped

In the Intramural basketball
world, League B is now well 'under
way. The Dekes have started out by
winning four straight games, The
A. T. O.'s are also unbeaten, winning the one game that they have
played. The D. U.'s and Zetes are
tied for second place with records of
2 - 1. The Independents are next
with a record of 2 - 2. In the next
two places are the K. D. R.'s and
the Phi Delts with 1 - l and 1, - 2
records respectively. In the last two
places are the L. C. " A.'s and the
Tau Delts with like records of 0-3.
The Dekes have beaten* the K. D.
R.'s, the Zetes, the Phi Delts, and
the Lambda Chi's by scores of 6954, 52-43, 55-50 and 52-43, respectively. Charles Macomber- leads the
DKE scorers with 72 points in the
four game. The A. T.- 'Q. 's have
only played the Independents, winning that game, 77-33. High man
for the Alpha Tau 's was Butch Vorhees with 23 points' to his credit.
The D. U. 's, with their record of
2 - 1, have beaten the Lambda Chi's
'
54-50, and the Tau Delt's 61-42. They
lost one to the Zete's 54-46. The
Zete's other win was over the Tau
Delt's by a score of • 64-46. They
dropped the third game to the Independents 59-46. Bob Barnes and
Mike Manus are tied for high scorer
for the D. U.'s with 27 points each.
Gordon Keene leads the Zete scorers
with 35,
The Independents have won games
from the L. C. A.'s and the Tau
Delt's by scores of 41-39 and 59-46.
Phillips is high scorer with 48 points.
Next come the KDR's who have
beaten the Phi Delts 56-42, and lost
to the Dekes. Masterson leads the
team with 55 points. In seventh
place are the Phi Delts who have
beaten the Indies 56-43, and lost to
Continued on Page Eight
Coburn 117-33 on February 21 at the
fieldhouse. It was- the second time
this season that the juveniles hit the
century mark. They had toppled an
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equally weak Husson five by al05-54
count earlier in the season. Colby led
at the periods 37-6, 64-11, 98-24, and
117-33 in their easy victory. The
starting five played only the first
nine minutes of the forty-five minutes slaughter. Jimmy Jamieson,
one of the six men to hit the double
figures , was leading scorer with
18 points. Johnny Marshall, the
brilliant set-shot artist , ably assisted
Jamieson with 14 points. Bob Bruns,
the- .' leading
point maker on the
¦
. '.:s.; ± , . .
i»
squad , was the oniy Colby player
that failed to score a point.
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Below is an un-official tabulation
of the individual scoring race.
Player
G F P Ave.
Bruns
60 39 159 13.3
Van Allen
49 26 124 10.3
Raymond
45 33 123 10.3
Cross
37 30 104 9.5
(in 11 games)
41 18 100 9.
Rice '
(in 11 games)
Dunbar
34 14 82 6.8
Jamieson
31 11 73 6.
Marshall
34 3 71 5.8
The team totals are 381-216-978
for an 81.5 average per game.
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Cham ps Crowne d
In League A
Tuesday, February 10 saw the
crowning of the League A Champions of the Intramural Basketball
League, the A. T. O's.
In a hard fought game, which
went into an overtime, the ATO's
beat the DU's by a score of 48-44.
Stars in the game were Norm Lessard and Mike Manus of tlieDU's,
who together collected 35 of the
Continued on Page. Eight
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Continued from Page Seven
team 's points. The big gun for the
who
ATO's was Butch Vooheos
tossed in 31 points. There is still
a chance for the DU' s to get revenge during the League B games
which are just getting under way.
If , when this league is over someLOOKING 'EM OVER
Continued from Page Seven.
the KDR's and Dekes. Bob Hudson
is high scorer with 42 points. .
In the last two- places are the
Lambda Chi's and the Tau Delts.
The Lambda's have dropped their
three games to the Dekes, the DU' s,
and the Indies. High scorer for them
is Rocky Applebaum with 32 points.
The Tau Delts, also winless, have
lost to the DU's,, the Independents
and the Zetes. Their high' man is
Levow with 37 points.

College Men and Women "

GALLERT
SHOE . STORE
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HANGOU T MOVI E
>
"DESTIN ATI ON
TOKYO"
j
i
starring
Gary Grran t i
j :
John Garfiel d * ,
,j
March 5
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forfeits. Their loss came at the
hands of the ATO's. High scorer for
the Zetes is Dick Jones who has
70 points and who is now out of
action with a bad back.
The DKE's were dropped" from
third to fourth place with one win
and three losses. Tlfeir win was over
the Independents by a score of
55-41. Their defeats were by the
ATO's, the DU' s and the "Zetes
(forfeit) . Scot Foster still leads the
DKE scorers with 72 points.
The Phi Delts remain in fifth
place with a 4 and 4 record. They
have lost two games, one -to the
ATO' s, the other to the DKE's.
Bob Hudson, with '70 points , was
their leading scorer.
The LCA's remained in sixth place

STARTS SUNDAY
James Stewart .
Janet Leigh
Robert Ryan
"THE N A K E D SPUR"
STARTS THURSDAY
Back by Demand
John Wayne Maureen O'Hara
"THE QUIET MAN"

" THE JA ZZ SINGER"

\\

in Technicolor

1

"TH E GUN FIGHTER"

i.

also

.

¦

Gregory Peck in
"YELLOW SKY"
Two Request Hits
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specialist
medical
- ^ monthly
examinatio ns of a group of people
-A
from variou s walks of life. 45 percent of this
After ten rno iiths, the medical specialist rep orts
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TUESDAY—WEDNESDAY
" PAT - AND'MIKE "
plu s
"E LOPEMENT"

/

> ,

\
j
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Mon. Eve. French Stage Play \
"JE SUIS UN C RI M I N E L "
"I AM A CRIMINAL"

Wed. and Thurs., Mar. 4-5
Gregory. Peck in
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SUNDAY — MON DAY
Gene Evans Richard Basehart
" FIXED BAYONETS"
plus
'
Cornel, Wilde
" OPERATION SECRET"

Starts Sunday, March 1
Peggy Lee
Dandy Thomas
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by winning one and losing one for
a 3-5 record . They beat the Tau
Delts by a 70-58 score, and their
loss was to the ATO's." Rooky Applebaum led the LCA scorers with 67
points.
The Tau Delts lost a game to
th e LCA's thus giving them a final
2-6 record. High man for*- the Tau
Delts is Paul Ostrove with 87 points.
In the last ' .two places are • the
KDR' s and the independents with
records of 1.-7 and 0-8 respectively.
The KDR's beat the Independents
for their one win. High man for the
KDR 's is Everett Masterman with
¦
61 points and • Dick Clough for the
Independents with 67 points. '
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also lost to the ATO 's by scores of
54-37 and 53-32. The big win , however, was when they beat the DU' s
for the championship, 48-44. Hi gh
scorer for .the ATO's 'is Butch Voorhes, who has 115 points in 8 games
31 of them coming .in that final game
with the DU's.
In second place are the DU' s who
had been leading right" up to the
last week . Picking up three wins
they were tied with the ATO's with
a 7-0 record, only to lose the final
game. Their victories included win s
over the DKE's, Phi Delt's, and the
Independents by scores of 46-39,
45-31, and 46-45 respectively. Hi^h
scorer for the DU's is" Mike Manus
who has 111 points .
The Zetes moved up int q third
place by winning two games and
losing, one for a final record of
6-2. The Zetes won their two games
from the KDR's and the DKE' s by
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time in March , there is a different
champion , a final play-off game will
be played. .
The final standing of League A are
as follows : The winners are the
ATO's with an 8-0 record . Next
come the DU' s with a 7-1 record. In
third and fourth places are the Zetes
and the DKE' s with records of 6-2
and 5-3 respectively. The Phi Delts
are next with a 4.4 record and are
followed by the LCA's with ' three
and five . The . Tau Delt' s, KDR's,
and Independents finish up the
standings in that order with records of 2-6, 1-7,. and 0-8
Th e ATO's have had the busiest
schedule. . Since January 13 when
they were in third place with a 2-0
record , they have won 6 games and
ended up champ ions of League A.
Thoy have beaten the Phi Delts and
tho DKE's by scores of 44-31 and
69-45. The Zetes and Independents
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WE ENTEND CREDIT
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" Good Shoes for
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